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Abstract 
Let h(z) be an essentially bounded complex valued function on the unit circle 
Y = {z I Iz] = 1}. Consider the corresponding Laurent operator Lt, = (h= m),.meZ, where 
h= is the nth Fourier coefficient of h(z), h,, = fT h(z)z " dz. Let us consider an operator 
Sh(p,q), which we shall call a sampling operator, defined as Sh(p,q)= (hpn-qm)n,m6Z, 
where p, q E N = {1,2,.. ,}. These operators are obtained from Lh by "keeping" every 
qth column and everypth row in the bi-infinite matrix Lb. In our paper, we find an upper 
and lower bound for the norm of the operator Sh(p,q). © 1998 Elsevier Science Inc. 
All rights reserved 
I. Introduction 
Let us consider the Hilbert space L2(T) and an essentially bounded complex 
valued function on T, h(z), which we shall call the symbol. We choose the stan- 
dard basis for L2(T), the set {z ~ ] n c 7/}. The matrix representation of the mul- 
tiplication operator on LZ(q] -) by the symbol h(z) is (h, m),,mCZ, where h= is the 
nth Fourier coefficient ofh(z),  hn = fv h(z)z " dz. The operator Lh is a bounded 
operator if and only if the symbol h(z) E L ~ (T), the space of essentially bound- 
ed functions on the unit circle T. The norm of Lh is then I]Lh II = ess sup:~ Ih(z) l, 
For more details on Laurent operators ee for example [1]. 
Let p, q E r~. By a sampling operator Sh(p, q) we shall mean the operator that 
is obtained from Lh by retaining every qth column and every pth row in the bi- 
infinite matrix Lh, i.e Sh(p, q) = (hp, qrn)n.mES _. 
The motivation for the study of these operators comes from approximation 
theory in the following context. Assume that we have a function f whose 
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outputs are known at equally spaced points, say the integers. We have the fol- 
lowing problem: We want to predict he outputs o f f  at the midpoints (half in- 
tegers) and keep the same values of f at the integers. There are many 
approaches to this question, Depending on the situation, we might choose 10t- 
ear interpolation, one of the simplest ones, or cubic interpolation and so on. 
Given a certain interpolation scheme, we need not limit ourselves to predic- 
tion at the half integers. We could as well predict the values of f at 
Uq~ {(k/q) + 7/} and only record every pth output. The operator theoretic ap- 
proach to this problem is as follows. Let {so k } be the outputs of~" at the inte- 
gers and {s,j} be the outputs of[" at U~ i (k/q) + Z}, where only every pth 
output is recorded. Then 
SI'I ~ Z hpl qkSO.k •
k 
In this setting, the assumption is made that symbol h(z) = ~ -,. hk~ is a real 
trigonometric polynomial or equivalently hk = h ~ E N for all k. Hence h(z) is 
real valued, and L~, is thus a self-adjoint operator. The symbol h(z) is deter- 
mined by the specific interpolation scheme chosen and also by the values of 
p and q. For example, the linear interpolation scheme for predicting outputs 
o f f  at the half integers (outputs known at the integers) gives rise to the symbol 
h(z )  i i 1 = ~z + 1 + ~z; and the linear interpolation scheme for predicting at the 
values -{.~ + 7/} U {3 + 7/} (outputs known at the integers)yields the symbol 
h(z) = ½z ~ + ~z -j + 1 + 3z + g_ . The cubic interpolation scheme at the half 
integers (outputs known at the integers) yields the symbol 
h(z) = -- II z 3 @ 9 Z 1 jr_ 1 + 9 Z -- ~ Z 3. For information on this subject see [2]. 
We assume in our discussion that the symbol h(z) need not be a real valued 
function and thus we allow the Laurent operator L~, to be a nonself-adjoint op- 
erator. We shall view the sampling operator Sh(p, q) as 
Sh(p,q) : 12(7/) -+ 12(7/) 
and hence (in the approximation theory context) we assume that our samples at 
the integers {s0,k} C 12(2_). 
In our paper we give an upper and lower bound for the norm of the sam- 
piing operator Sh(p,q) = (hpn-q,,~),, .mEy, where h is a complex valued function 
in L~(-2). 
2. Some operator theory 
Letp, q E N. We have mentioned that the operator Sh (p, q) is obtained from Lh 
by retaining every qth column and everypth row in the bi - infinite matrix Lb. Let 
us translate this into the operator theoretic language. Let {en In C 2} be the 
standard basis for 12(Z), e,, = ( . . . ,  0, 1,0, . . . ,  ) with "1" in the nth position. 
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Definition 1. An upsampling operator C,~ is defined as 
C,, : 12(Z)~ 12(Z'), C~ q:e,,~-+eq,,. 
A downsampl ing operator  Rp is defined as 
R,,: 12(Z) ~ 12(Z), 
R n:e,F-~e,,h, if In, 
e,, ~ 0. otherwise. 
Properties of the operators Cq,Rz, are as follows: 
• c,,c,,-c,,,, 
• R / ,R ,  I = RI,, / 
• C~ ~Rq 
• ker  C,, - {o} 
• rangeC~= V 
• ker R,I -- V ± 
• range R~ = 12(Z) 
Here V is the closure of  span {e,,,, In • V}. We also have I]Cqxll = Itxll for 
every x • le(Z) and IlRqxtl = [IxH for every x • v. The upsampling operator 
C,~ and the downsampl ing operator  Rf, are partial isometries. The properties 
of these operators imply that IIC,I[I = I[R/,ll = 1. With these notations, we 
have 
&(p, q) = Rz,LhC,, 
and hence the sampling operator Sh(p,q) is a bounded linear operator and 
IjSh(p,q)[I = IIR,,Zhqil <~ IJ&ll = esssup~lh(z) l  - We have defined the upsam- 
piing and downsampl ing operators as operators on 12(Y). When viewed as op- 
erators on L2(qf) we get the following actions (z = exp(i0), 0 E [0, 2rt]): 
Cq: L2(y )  --+ L2(q]-), C~: f(O) H f(qO) 
I p I 
R,,: f(O) ~ P Y~J(Prra '(0 + 2~/) / .  
We need a practical notation for the action of the operator Rp on L2(7): 
RnC[ ) = Gp(f) = 1/p ~o, , . f (p  -1 (0 + 2rtl)), where Gp = ~zr, = {0, 1 . . . . .  
p -  1}. We now begin with some preliminary results. 
Proposition 2. Let p ¢ f~ and h E L~(q[), then Sh(p,p) = L~ where g = Gf,(h). 
Proof. It is easy to check that RpLhCp = Le, where g(z) = ~-]~,,~z hpn zn" z E •. We 
only have to show that Gp(h) = g. We calculate: 
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(@(h),einO) =2-~P Zh(p- , (O+ 2rd)) e i~o dO 
/=0 0 
p I 2x(/~l)  
-2~p~ / h(p-l(O))e-in°dO 
27rl 
(2~(lrl))/p 
1 P 1 
-- fzc ~ f h(O)e-inp° dO = (h' emp°)" 
(27tl)/p 
This finishes the proof. []  
Corollary 3. Let p ¢ N and h E L~(~-), then 
II&(p,p)ll = ess sup IG,,(h)l 
Before we prove the main result of  our paper we state some preliminary 
facts. 
q-I Fact 4 (Gauss Summation Formula). Suppose p(z) = ~l=0 alzt is a trigono- 
metric polynomial and q E N. Then 
q-I 
-- IP( q)l', 
l=o q k o 
where Zq = e 2zi/q. 
Fact 5. Suppose (p,q) :1, then Gp(Gq(f))= Gpq(f). 
Fact 6. Suppose (p, q) =1, a ~ b mod q, a ~ 0 mod p and b =- 0 mod p. Then 
alp =- b/p mod q. 
Proposition 7. Let p = 1, q ¢ N and h E L~(T) ,  then 
I I&(1,q)f =ess  sup G~(Ihl2). 
0c[0.2~] 
Proof. We have [ILhCqll 2 = IIRqt*hLhCqll = L l~p2(q ,q )  = esssupo<o,2~]Gq(lhl2). 
[] 
3. Main result 
The main result of  our paper is the following theorem. 
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Theorem 8. Letp, q E ~ and (p,q) = 1. ff4~ E L~(~-), then 
llSh(p,q)ll e = tIRpLhCql] 2<~ ess sup Gpq(Ihl2), 
o~[0,2~1 
where 
Gpq(]h[2 ) = 1~-~ [h(q-' p '(0 + 2rcl))] 2. 
Pq 
Proof. Since the operator Cq is a partial isometry we have 
[[RpLhCqH = ][RpLh ]range ceil. Let us define the following subspaces of/2(7/) 
Mj = span{ej+q,, In E 7/} 
for j EY-q. We have 12(7/) =®qs~Mj and we have an isomorphism 
/3i: Mj --* 12(Z), where flj(ej+q,,) = en for each j E g u. The dependence on q is 
suppressed here, since q is fixed from the beginning. Under the isomorphisms 
fii's we have 
( Lh~ 
Lh IMo ~ " , 
\Lh~ i 
where 
! hk(O) = Z e ik(q '(o+2~,)lh(q-, (0 + 2zrl)) 
q /=0 
for k E Zq. It follows from the Gauss summation formula, with 
a, = e(-ik°llqh(q-'(O + 2n/)), that ~q210 Ihk(O)l 2 = Gq(lhl2). 
Let us now write the operator Rp with respect to the decomposition 
P(7?) = ®q~l~Mj. Let PM~ denote the projection onto the closed subspace Mj. 
With the help of Fact 6 we get the following relations; here r, s E Zq. 
PMsRp ] P~,. ~- RpL z ,,,I,-..,I if r = ps rood q, 
PMsRp [ Pu,,-~ O, otherwise. 
Here the nonnegative integer m(r,s) is determined by the numbers r and s, 
namely, re(r, s) is the smallest nonnegative n such that p [ r + qn. Again, the is- 
omorphism "~"  is understood under the mappings flj's. Under the flj's we 
have, 
RpL~ ~oLho ) 
RpLh [range Cq ~ 
\ RpL.-mq ILh~ i 
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where  the numbers  m~, i E 2vq, are determined  as above  w i th  the dependence on 
r and s suppressed• Let us denote  RpLh [ .... geq= A. 
Recal l  ]JAIl = II&(p,q)H. We decompose ,  
0.. / 
i Rp .. 
m . . , " • 
\ t, \ L: ,,,,, 'h,] ] 
Now,  
IIAII 2= IIAA*II = 
= ess sup 
0~[0,27r 
= ~<ess sup tr 
0~[o.2~1 
R/'LII, I'- Q' 
Gp(Ihd-) 
: 
G,, (Ihol-) 
RI'LIh~ I"Q' 
o,, (Ihl I ~ ) 
• . , 
c~(ihq ii ~ ) 
o,(l~ 0 
q 1 
=ess  sup ~Gp(lhk] 2) 
0E[0,2~] . 
= ess sup @, Ih,.I 2 = ess sup Gp Gq [hi 2 
OE[O,2~] 0¢02~ 
=ess  sup G~,(]hl2) .  [ ]  
0~[o.2~] 
) 
Coro l la ry  9. Let p, q E ~ with p = rt and q st, where t = gcd(p, q). Suppose 
h E L~(T), then ]lSh(p, q)H 2 ~< esssupoc[o,2~]Gr,({Gt(h)12). 
Proof .  Observe  that  RpLhCq = RrRtLhCtC~ and the result fo l lows• [ ]  
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Remark 10. In the case of p 1 the inequality in Theorem 8 becomes an 
equality as it is seen from our proof  and also Proposit ion 7. 
Remark 11. We note that """"P"-",,,,,,,,.~llLc,~,ih/Ij2:jlRmLhCmll-:lIRqRpL/,Cq<,[I 2 
<~ IIRz, LhC,,]I e = IISh(p,q) ll 2. Hence esssuPocjo.e<lGz,q(h)l- <~ II&(P,q)ll- ~<ess 
Let us illustrate our result with the linear interpolation prediction at half in- 
tegers (outputs known at the integers). The corresponding symbol is (Jetting 
z ei°), 17(0) -- 1 + cos 0. We calculate, (with p 1 and q - 2) 
1 ~< [[S,,(p,q)lj-" ~< 2. 
If we decide to record only every third output, then p 3 and q 2. In that 
case we calculate 1 ~< 11&,(3,2)112 ~< g. 
Remark 12. The actual norm of  the sampling operator Sh(p, q) equals to. 
IkS,,(p,q)ll : l[H,.,, l[., 
~v 
where HI,, t is the q × p matrix valued function HI,,I(z ) = ~k  H Ial'* Izl 1, . >~ p,q- 
with H~,,/ki -- (hi,,, qm),,:0...V l .... pk...~,a+/, I" I This is readily seen from the matrix 
representation of the sampling operator N,(p, q). 
With this in mind we can calculate the norms of the linear sampling opera- 
tors above. We have 11&(1,2)ll = x/22 and 11&(3,2)11 = I. Note that we could 
use Proposit ion 7 to calculate II&(1,2)11 as well. 
The study of these sampling operators was also initiated by Ho under the 
name slant Toeplitz operators, see [3-5]. 
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